INSTRUCTIONS
BCT Series 2 Stage Professional Video Tripods

1. Know your tripod

2. Setting up the tripod on a flat, smooth surface

3. Putting away your tripod

4. Setting up the tripod on uneven ground

Attention

This product should not be used in environments that exceed the following conditions: (40-110°C) (32-113°F). And, when used in damp, dirty or dusty environments, please clean and dry thoroughly afterward. To ensure proper functioning in the future, it is not recommended to expose the tripod to saltwater. If exposed, please clean with mild soap and warm water and towel dry.

Please keep the tripod away from high temperatures and direct exposure to bright sunlight for extended periods of time.

To protect your camera and video gear, please remove it from the tripod/video head when transporting from place to place.

Under most situations, there is no need to lubricate any parts of this product. The addition of lubrication will gum up the mechanisms and reduce their normal gliding characteristics. Please call or email us if you have any questions or special needs.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.